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Goettingen, July 3rd 2013
Dear participants and lecturers of the MCnet summer school,
the school is coming closer and it’s time for some last minute information.
Foremost let me tell you that we are having a quite hot summer here.
If you fancy don’t forget your flip−flops and shorts. As we will have
a BBQ Monday evening also put a jumper in your bag. Those of you
enjoying walks, hikes, running, bouldering, climbing −− bring some
proper shoes and equipment.
For your arrivals: the Mariaspring site will be open from 8am onwards.
Those arriving around 6am, have coffee at the station, I can recommend
World Coffee in the main hall, and then somewhat later get a taxi to
Mariaspring, maybe you can even share one.
Following the doodle poll, we offer a minibus shuttle leaving from the
taxi stand in front of the station (exit towards the city center, on the
left hand side) at 11:15am, 12:15am and 1:15pm. Watch out for a silver van
indicating Mariaspring. Those rides we pay but maybe you want to tip the
driver.
Furthermore, there are regular buses, number 185, leaving from the bus
stand in front of the train station at 10:47 and 12:47. They stop directly
in front of Mariaspring. Tickets you can buy directly from the driver
O(3Euro).
People arriving after 1:15 we recommend to just take a taxi, price ~18 Euro.
Two more technical things. We will distribute the virtual machine for the
tutorial on Tuesday. However, we would recommend that you already install
a recent version of VirtualBox beforehand, e.g. from
https://www.virtualbox.org/
Those that are presenting a poster but don’t like carrying it while
travelling, we can offer to print it for you here. In that case, please
send your poster file as ps or pdf in A0 in reply to this email, however
well before Friday 4pm!
In case you need any assistance or help with setting up your travel or stay
here, please do not hesitate to ask, either in reply to this email or under
school@montecarlonet.org.
We are very much looking forward to the school and having all of you you
here in Goettingen soon.
All the best,
Steffen Schumann (local organizer)
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